Abstract. Let F : ΛΊ/η -> TM be a natural bundle. We classify all TM m ,nnatural operators D transforming projectable vector fields
Introduction
Let F : M f n -» TM be a natural bundle on the category Mf n of n-dimensional manifolds and local diffeomorphisms between them. In [5] , we constructed a bundle functor V F : TM my n y FM., called the vertical modification of F, on the category TM m^n of (m, ra)-dimensional fibered manifolds and their local fibered diffeomorphisms.
In the present paper, we describe all . 
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Next, this general result we explain for some more known natural bundles F on Mf n . We apply also the classification result to classify natural affinors on V F for some more known natural bundles F. The concept of natural operators can be found in [4] . Natural operators lifting vector fields to some bundle functors are used practically in all papers in which problem of prolongations of geometric structures is studied. That is why such natural operators are classified in [3] , [4] , [8] - [12] All manifolds and maps are assumed to be smooth (of class C°°).
The vertical modification of natural bundles
Let F : A4f n -• ΤΛ4 be a natural bundle. Its vertical modification V F is a bundle functor on defined by
where f x is the restriction and corestriction of / : Y -» Y over / : M -• M to the fibers Y x and Yf( x ), [5] .
For F = T, we use the standard notation V" instead of V T . More generally, for F = T A , where T A is the Weil functor corresponding to a Weil algebra A, we use the standard notation V instead of V .
In the case F = ΤW, where T^ = (J r (.,R) 0 )* is the vector r-tangent bundle, we will write instead of V The main result of this note is the following classification theorem. We have the following simple fact. 
Proof. Let y 6 Yx and ζ 6 (V F Y)X.
Because of the regularity of D we can assume that Tn(X'(y)) φ 0. It is easily find an J"Aim>n-morphism ψ such that ψ*Χ' -X" on some neighborhood of y and ψχ = id.
because of the invariance of D with respect to Φ and the verticality of D(X').Q
Classification of vertical type natural operators
We have the following classification proposition.
PROPOSITION 1. Any FMm^n-natural operator D : Tproj TV F of vertical type is of the form D{X) = C yF for some uniquely determined (by D) canonical vector field C on F.
Proof. We must define C on FN by REMARK 2. Corollary 1 was firstly proved by J. Slovak by using a modification of the proof of the mentioned above Kolár's result, [3] . Corollary 1 is also the particular part of Tomas's result, [12] , on natural operators lifting projectable vector fields to product preserving bundle functors on fibered manifolds. Corollary 1 is also the particular part of my result, [11] , on natural operators lifting projectable vector fields to admissible fiber-product preserving bundle functors on fibered manifolds.
An application to vector rth order tangent bundles
In [10] , it is proved that any Mfn canonical vector field on T^ is the constant multiple of the Liouville vector field L on . In [8] , it is proved that any ΛΊ/"-canonical function / on T^ is constant. Thus we have the following corollary of Theorem 1. 13. An application to rth order cotangent bundles In [9] , it is proved that any .M/"-canonical vector field on T r * is the linear combination with real coefficients of the r-th power vector fields 
Applications to natural affinors
Let F : Mf n -> TM. be a natural bundle. An M /"-natural affinor on F is an M /"-invariant system of affinors A : TFN -> TFN on FN for any n-manifold N.
An M /"-natural affinor Β on F is normal if from Β (FX) = 0 for any vector field X on an n-manifold Ν follows Β = 0, where FX is the flow lifting of X to F.
For example, if F is such that FN = Ν χ R and F-φ = φ χ idji then the affinor dt ® on F is not normal. More generally, if F : Mf n -> VB is a natural vector bundle such that there is a .M/"-canonical function / on F, then the M /"-natural affinor df <8> L on F is not normal, where L is the Liouville vector field on F.
Natural affinors can be used to study torsions of generalized connections, [6] . That is why they are classified in many papers. From the classification results of [1] , [2] and [7] it follows that any M /"-natural affinor on T A or χ Ν). Then Β is an Ài/ n -natural affinor on F. From the assumption of the theorem Β is normal. So, Β = 0 because of the additional assumption on E. That is why, Ε (υ) = 0 for any υ 6 TFN.
• Prom Theorem 2 we have immediately the following corollaries. 
